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1. INTRoOUCTI~N 
The original Lagrange inversion formula, which gives explicitly the 
inverse under composition of a formal series, was obtained by Lagrange in 
1770 through formal computations involving logarithms of inlmite 
products. See Lagrange [ 121. 
There exists an extensive literature on various versions of the inversion 
formula obtained by algebraic, analytic, and combinatorial methods. Com- 
tet [3] gives a survey and an ample bibliography. 
During the last ten years there have appeared several papers on 
generalizations and new proofs of the inversion formula. In 1974 
Abhyankar obtained an inversion formula using algebraic methods. See 
Bass, Connell, and Wright [ 11. Several authors have related Lagrange 
inversion with Rota’s Finite Operator Calculus [ 151, for example, Joni 
[8], Garsia and Joni [4], Hofhauer [7], and Roman and Rota [14]. 
Joyal and Labelle used a combinatorial theory of formal series to obtain 
inversion formulas (see [9-l I] ) and Viskov [ 161 used ideas from Lie 
algebra theory to prove formulas similar to Abhyankar’s. 
In the present paper we use operator methods to obtain inversion for- 
mulas in several variables that generalize the formulas of Abhyankar, Joni, 
and Viskov. We get our results studying an algebra with involution of 
linear operators on the algebra of formal Laurent series in several indeter- 
minates. We also show that by means of an anti-isomorphism of operator 
algebras, which we call the operator Bore1 transform, the study of finite 
operator calculus can be reduced to the study of certain groups of 
operators on the algebra of formal Laurent series. 
Our approach may be considered as an algebraic analogue of the com- 
plex variable methods used by Good [5] to obtain the Lagrange inversion 
formula as a consequence of the change of variables theorem for the 
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iterated Cauchy integral. We get the inversion formula as a corollary of an 
algebraic analogue of the change of variables theorem (Theorem 3.1), 
which in turn is an immediate consequence of the chain rule and the 
delinition of dual of a composition operator. 
The importance of duality is quite apparent in the development of the 
Umbra1 Calculus of Roman and Rota [ 141. They consider the duality pair- 
ing between the algebra of polynomials and its usual algebraic dual space, 
which equipped with certain operation of multiplication of linear 
functionals becomes the umbra1 algebra. Using the umbra1 calculus Roman 
and Rota show that the proof of the inversion formula is just the com- 
putation of the adjoint of an operator. 
Another duality was introduced by Roman [13], who considered the 
natural duality pairing between the algebra of formal Laurent series in the 
indeterminate x and the “reversed” algebra of formal Laurent series in l/x. 
This duality is similar to the duality that we use in the present paper. 
We define, in a purely algebraic way, an indelinite inner product on the 
algebra of formal Laurent series that permits us to consider dual or 
adjoints of linear operators as it is done for operators on a Hilbert space. 
The inner product gives us a duality between the algebra of Laurent series 
and itself. This duality induces an involution on a suitable space of linear 
operators that includes multiplication operators, partial differential 
operators, and composition operators. 
Our inner product is very far from being delinite, even in the one 
variable case, and this makes it useful as a counterexample in the theory of 
idefinite inner product spaces. See Bognar [2]. 
In Section 2 we give the definitions and notation used in the rest of the 
paper. We consider a family of partial orders on the group Zr and for each 
partial order we construct an algebra 9 of formal Laurent series and an 
algebra 9 of linear operators on 9. Using residues we deline an inner 
product on F. This induces an involution on 9. We also defme multi- 
matrices and composition operators and we include some basic facts like 
the binomial formula, the chain rule, and the representation of composition 
operators as differential operators of infinite order. 
In Section 3 we prove the change of variables theorem (Theorem 3.1) 
which may be considered as the main result. Itscorollaries include several 
forms of the inversion formula, MacMahon’s master theorem, and several 
propositions that clarify the relationships among residues, Jacobians, com- 
position operators, and their duals. 
In Section 4 we introduce the truncated Bore1 transform, which maps the 
algebra 9 onto the algebra 9 of polynomials. Combining the Bore1 trans- 
form with the involution on 9 we define the operator Bore1 transform, 
which maps 9 onto an algebra of operators on 9’. The operator Bore1 
transform sends multiplication operators into shift invariant operators and 
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composition operators into umbra1 operators. The duality between 
operators in 9 and their Bore1 transforms is explaine in terms of exponen- 
tial generating functions. Finally, we give some simple examples of how our 
operator methods can be used to develop the theory of families of 
polynomials of Sheffer and binomial type. For example, in Proposition 4.3 
we obtain formulas for the basic polynomials of an umbra1 operator. 
In order to keep our development as simple as possible we have avoided 
some generalizations, for example, the set of multi-indices may be replaced 
by some suitable partially ordered abelian group, and the ground held may 
be replaced by some commutative ring with unity. 
The introduction of partial orders other than the usual one on Zr is what 
allows us to obtain general inversion formulas in a simple way, since in our 
setting the “diagonal” case includes the classical “general” case and others. 
See the remarks at the end of Section 3. 
The algebraic approach that we have followed here permits us to under- 
stand the connections among several inversion formulas and to identify the 
fundamental facts on which the formulas are based. It also clarifies the 
roles of residues, Jacobians, the chain rule, and duality. 
Considering the complete, instead of the truncated, Bore1 transform one 
can obtain a theory of families of reversed formal Laurent series of Sheffer 
and binomial type. 
2. FORMAL LAURENT SERIES, SUMMABLE OPERATORS, AND DUALITY 
We begin this section with some definitions and notation that we will use 
in the rest of the paper. 
Let r be a lixed positive integer. By a multi-index we mean an element 
n = (nl, n2,..., nr) of the additive group Z’. The order of n is ini = 
n,+n2+ ... + nr. The letters n, m, k will always denote multi-indices. 
For each non-negative integer s let Cs be the set of all the multi-indices n 
such that s ini + ni 2 0, 1 < i < r. Each Cs is a cone in Z’, that is, 
(i) Cs+CscCs. 
(ii) jCr C= CX for each positive integer j. 
(iii) -CsnCs= {O]. 
Note that Nr=C0cCicC2c ..., and if we denote by As the r by r 
matrix [~+8~,~] then Cs= {n:AsngNr}. 
Each cone Cs induces a partial order 4 on Zr; k + n iff n - k G Cs. This 
partial order is compatible with the abelian group structure of Z’ and it 
makes Z’ into an order complete lattice. The order interval [k, m] = 
{n: k<n +m} is tinite (or empty) for every k, m in iZr. 
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From now on we consider Z’ ordered by the partial order < 
corresponding to some lixed s. The partial order induced by C0 will be 
denoted by G, Thus, k < n means ki 6 ni, 1 G i < r. 
Let F be the set of all the maps u: n + Us from Zr into c such that 
supp(u) = {n: u,, # 0} is minorized in Zr, that is, there exists a multi-index 
nr such that the translated cone m + Cs contains supp(u). If u is not iden- 
tically zero we denote by u(u) the greatest lower bound of supp(u). We call 
u(u) the vertex of u and we deline u(O) = co. 
Now we give 9 a ring structure in a natural way. Addition is delined by 
(~+b)~=u,,+b~, u, bEF, FEZ’. Note that a(a+b)%inf{o(u),u(b)j. 
Multiplication on 9 is the convolution 
The sum is lmite since akb,, - k may be non-zero only when 
kE [u(u), n-u(b)]. Note that u(ub)% u(u) + u(b). 
Deline3$={uE9: supp(u)~C~}={u~~:u(u)~O}. Itisclear that P0 
is a subring of 9. 
We call 9 the algebra of formal Laurent series, and we write the 
elements of 9 in the form 
where 2” = f’lz”2. . . 
1 2 z: and the zj are commuting indeterminates. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 (Binomial Formula). Let u be un eZement of F0 with 
u,, = 0 and let t be uny integer. Then 
und it is in FO. 
ProoJ Since supp(u) c {n E Cs: in/ > 1 j then, for every i>O, 
supp(u’) c {n E C* : InI > i]. Therefore, for every sequence of complex num- 
bers { di: i > 0} the series 
is a well-delined element of &. 
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It is clear that (2.1) holds for l> 0. Using a change in the order of sum- 
mation and Vandermonde’s formula 
we get 
(2.3) 
for any integers l, u. Therefore, (2.1) holds for every integer t. 
COROLLARY 2.2. (i) Zf a is in F0 and a0 # 0 then a is invertible in S$. 
(ii) Zf u is in F and q,(a) # 0 then a is invertible in 9. 
Note that in the one variable case 9 is a field. 
A family B = {b@‘)(z): n E zr} in % is called summable if the set d(B) = 
{v(b@l) - n: no z’j is minorized in zr. If B is summable the greatest lower 
bound of d(B) is called the vertex of B and denoted by v(B). 
Every summable family B determines a linear operator on % also 
denoted by B and delined as follows: 
= 1 Ix . u,, b!/)zk 
k%uCa)+u(B) nc [u(a),k-u(B)] 
The last equality is obtained by a change in the order of summation. It is 
clear that Ba is in % and v(Ba) 9 v(B) + u(u). 
A linear operator ,4 on % is called summable if the family {Azfl: n E TTj 
is summable. It is easy to see that A is summable iff the set 
{v(k) - v(a): a o %} is minorized in P. 
There is clearly a one to one correspondence between summable 
operators and summable families. The vertex of a summable operator is by 
definition the vertex of the corresponding family. 
The collection of all the summable operators is an algebra that we 
denote by 9’. 
A multi-matrix is an array of complex numbers [&n], where k and n 
run over all the multi-indices. A multi-matrix .4 = [&n] such that the set 
d(A)= {k-n:+,# 0} is minorized in zr is called a lower multi-matrix. 
The vertex of a lower multi-matrix ~4 is the greatest lower bound of d(A). 
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To each summable operator A there corresponds a lower multi-matrix 
[u~,~] delined by the relations 
AZ” = 1 ak,nz k, nEzr. 
This correspondence induces a ring structure on the set of lower multi- 
matrices, isomorphic to 9’. 
Lower multi-matrices are a generalization of the infinite lower triangular 
matrices and also of the arithmetic functions used in connection to Mobius 
inversion. 
It is not diflicult to see that a lower multi-matrix A = [a&, such that 
ak,n # 0 whenever k - n = o(A), is invertible. 
We consider now some important classes of summable operators. Each b 
in % determines a multiplication operator, denoted by Sb, that sends a 
into bu for every u in %. Since o(bu) - u(a)~u(b) the operator Sb is sum- 
mable and u(S~) = u(b). The entry with indices k, n in the multi-matrix of 
sb iS bk-“. 
Partial differentiation with respect to zi is denoted by Di, 1 6 i < r. For 
n 2 0 we define 
Dn = D;I Q2.. . Dh r 
and n!=ni! n2!*..n r!. For n 2 0 and any k we define 
Note that (k)=O if O<ki<qfor some i, 1 <i<r. For n>O and any k we 
have 
and this implies that D” is summable. 
Let S be the multiplicative group of all u in %0 with u. = 1. Let ‘3 be the 
set of all g = ( gl, g2,..., g,) such that gi(z)/zi is in X, 1 < i < r. 
If g is in 3 and n is any multi-index then gn(z)/z” is in X, where 
gn(z) = g?‘(z) g;qz) *. . g?(z). 
Hence ( gn),, = 1, u( gn) = n, and the family { gfl(z): n l Zr} is summable. The 
corresponding operator, denoted by Tg, is the operator of composition 
with g and it acts on % as follows: 
Tgu(z) = 1 a,, g”(z) = a~ g(z) = u( g(z)). P.6) 
n+u(a) 
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Note that for any multi-index k and a in 9 
(2.7) 
Since (g’)” = 1, T* sends .znX into itself. 
It is obvious that every Tg is a ring homomorphism. We will show later 
that Tg is an automorphism of 9 for every g in $9. 
A simple computation shows that composition and multiplication 
operators are related by 
Composition operators possess a useful representation as inlmite-order 
differential operators with coefhcients in 9. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Lez g E 9 and let hi(z) = gi(z) - zj, 1 6 i < r. Then 
(2.9) 
ProoJ Since hi(z)/zi is in F. and its constant term is zero, the binomial 
formula (Proposition 2.1) gives 
Hence, for any k we have 
and therefore 
We denote by & the ring of r by r matrices with entries in 9. For every 
f = (fl, f*,..., f,.) in gr the Jacobian matrix Df = [DjA.] is in A and the 
Jacobian determinant Jf = det Df is in 9. Note that the composition 
operators act componentwise on 5’ and 4. 
The chain rule relates composition operators with Jacobians. We write it 
using operator notation. The proof is straightforward and we omit it. 
607,5.&l 7 
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PROPOSITION 2.4 (Chain rule). For every g in 9 the following diagram 
commutes: 
where RDg denotes multiplication on the right by the matrix Dg and SJg 
denotes mult@lication by Jg. 
From the diagram we get 
DTg= RDg TgD (2.10) 
and 
JTg = SJZ Tg J (2.11) 
where J denotes the Jacobian operator that sends f E %r into Jf = det Dj 
For each integer i, 1~ i< r, denote by ei the multi-index with its ith 
component equal to one and all others equal to zero. If n is a multi-index 
we write n’ = -n-e where e = (1, l,..., 1). If a(z) is a formal Laurent series 
the coefficient a -~ is called the residue of a and denoted Res(a). 
We deline a bilinear functional on % as follows: 
(a, b) = Res(ab), a, bc%. (2.12) 
This bilinear functional is a symmetric, non- degenerate, indetinite inner 
product and 
<a,b)= 1 a,$,,, (2.13) 
n c [u(a). -u(b) - e] 
C&h z”) = 4, nEZr, (2.14) 
and in particular 
(a(z), z”) = Res(a). (2.15) 
PROPOSITION 2.5. gf is in %’ then Res(Jf) = 0. 
Proof Let n(l), n(2),..., n(r) be multi-indices and let N be the r by r 
matrix whose jth row is n(j). A simple computation gives 
J(z~(‘), znc2),..., zncrb) = det Nzkme (2.16) 
where k=n(l)+n(2)+ ... +n(r). 
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Since k = 0 implies det N = 0 and J is a multilinear functional on 9’ the 
proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Zfg is in ‘3 then Jg is in 2. 
Proof Let g be in $. Then gi(z) = ziL.(z) with LE %‘, 1 < i < r, and 
hence supp(fi) c ei + C,Y. Now by (2.16) the terms of Jg have exponents of 
the form 
e1+n(l)+eZ+n(2)+ .*. +er+n(r)-e= i n(i), 
i= 1 
where n(z) E Cs, 1~ i < r, and hence supp( Jg) c C,y. Since (Jg)o = 
Jbl, z *,.,,, z~) = 1 we conclude that Jg E X?. 
The inner product on 9 induces an involution on =Y in a natural way. If 
T is in 2 define T*, called the dual of T, as follows: 
T*a(z) = 1 (u(z), Tz”‘)?‘, acF. (2.17) 
Since (a(z), Tz~‘) may be non-zero only if u(u)~u’( Tz~‘), and this means 
u(u) + v(T)$n, we see that T*u is in F and T* is summable. Note that 
u(T*)=u(T). 
The definition (2.17), together with (2.14), yields 
(T*u(z), F’) = (u(z), Tz”‘), neiF, 
and by linearity we have 
<T*a,b)=<a, Tb), a, bES. (2.18) 
The involution T-+ T* has a simple description in terms of multi- 
matrices. If [ak,n] is the multi-matrix of T then [u~*,~,] is the multi-matrix 
of T*. The map (k, n) + (n’, k’) can be considered as a reflection with 
respect to the “diagonal” k = n’ in the set of multi-indices. 
The detinition of dual operator gives 
g = su, aE.F, (2.19) 
D,? = -Di, 1 <i<r, and (De)* = ( - 1 )“I D”, n 2 0, (2.20) 
and 
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PROPOSITION 2.7. Let g be in $9 and let h(z) = g(z) -z. Then 
(2.22) 
Hence, for each pair of multi-indices k, m the number 
C h”(z) 5 zk, zm) 
is different from zero for only a linite number of values of n in Co. 
By Proposition 2.3 we have 
and this proves (2.22). 
3. THE CHANGE OF VARIABLES THEOREM AND LAGRANGE INVERSION 
In the next theorem we use the chain rule and Proposition 2.5 in order to 
clarify the connection between composition operators and their duals. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Change of variables theorem). Let g be in 9. Then 
(3.1) 
Prooj We claim that Res( gnJg) is equal to one if fi = -e and it is zero 
otherwise. 
Let k be a non-zero multi-index. Suppose ki #O. Deline multi-indices 
n(j), 1 <j < r, as follows: n(i) = k - e + ei and n(j) = ej for j # i. Denote by 
N the matrix whose jthe row is n(j). Since the ith component of n(i) is dif- 
ferent from zero, the vectors n(j), 1 <j < r, are linearly independent and 
thus det N#O. Note that k=n(l)+n(2)+ ... +n(r). 
By (2.16) we have 
.I(znc’), z~(*),..., zxcr)) = det Nzk-‘. 
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The chain rule (2.11) gives 
gkeeJg = (det N)-‘J( g’(l), gnt2),..., g’(‘)), 
and by Proposition 2.5 Res( gk-‘Jg) = 0. 
For the remaining case recall that gi(z) = zifi(z) with -& in H, 1 < i < r. 
Thus g-‘(z) Jg(z) = zeefpe(e) Jg(z) and therefore Res( geeJg) is equal to 
the constant term off -‘Jg, but this is equal to one since f -’ and Jg are in 
2. This completes the proof of our claim. 
Let m and n be arbitrary multi-indices. The coefticient of zm in 
T:SJg Tgzn is 
( T:SJg T*z”, z”“) = (g”Jg, gm’) = Res( gfl+m’Jg), 
and this is equal to one if n + m’ = -e, that is, if n = m, and it is equal to 
zero otherwise. Therefore TfSJgTg is the identity map on 9. 
COROLLARY 3.2. (i) (a( g(z)), b( g(z)) Jg(z)) = (u(z), b(z)), u, b l 9, 
gE%. 
(ii) Res(u)=Res(uogJg), UE~, gE%. 
(iii) For every g in 3 there exists u unique 2 in 9 such thut 
Tg= T$&=(Tg)-’ (3.2) 
und 
giog(z)=zi=giog(z), 1 <i<r. 
(iv) Lugrunge inversion formulu: 
u 0 g(z) = x Res(ugn’Jg) z”, UEF, ge9. (3.3) 
n%-u(a) 
(v) C!? is u group under composition und { T*: g E S’} is u group of 
automorphisms of 9. 
(vi) T:=SJgTe, gE%. (3.4) 
(vii) TfJTg = J, g E 9. (3.5) 
Proo$ 
Note that this formula is analogous to the change of variables formula for 
integrals. 
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(ii) It is a special case of (i), since Res(u) = (u(z), z”) and Tgzo = z”. 
(iii) Let g be defined by gi(z) = TzSJgzi, 1 < i < r. Since Jg is in 2, 
u( Tz) = 0, and ( Tz),,n = 1, Tt sends z~X into itself for every n and hence 
gieziZ’ and ge%. 
Since T* is a ring homomorphism, so is its inverse TzSJg and since this 
operator coincides with Tf on zi for each i, we conclude that Tg = (TJ’. 
(iv) Formula (3.3) follows immediately from (3.2) and (2.21). 
(v) It is an immediate consequence of (iii). 
The chain rule (Proposition 2.4), combined with (3.1) and (3.2), gives 
the commutative diagram 
where each upward map is the inverse of the corresponding downward 
map. 
From the diagram we see that (vi) and (vii) hold. 
Note that (ii) is equivalent to 
Res(u) = Res( T:u), UEF, gee?, 
that is, residues are invariant under the duals of composition operators. 
COROLLARY 3.3. (i) Zf g E 9’ und n, k are multi-indices then 
Gkln = W’Jdk- (3.6) 
(ii) If f eYr und gE% then 
J(fo g)(z)= x Res( g"'Jf)P. (3.7) 
?I 9 u(q) 
(iii) Zn the one uuriubZe case (r = 1) we huue 
u 0 g(z) = x i Res(a’g-‘) zk + Res(ug’/g). (3.8) 
k%-u(a) 
k#O 
ProoJ (i) Take a(z) = zk in Eq. (3.3). Then 
( gk),, = Res(z’gn’(z) Jg(z)) = ( gn’(z) Jg(z), zk) 
= ( f’@)k,. 
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Note that this is the multi-matrix version of the Lagrange inversion for- 
mula. 
(ii) Equation (3.7) follows from (2.21) and (3.5). 
(iii) When r= 1 the Jacobian determinant of g is just g’= D, g. 
Then, for k # 0 
Since DT= -D, we have 
Res(ugk’Jg) = u, 2 D, gpk )=lD,a,;g-k). 
Note that (3.8) generalizes the original Lagrange formula. 
Adapting to our context an idea of Good [6] we obtain the following 
corollary to Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.4 (MacMahon’s Master Theorem). Let [d;,,] be uny r by 
r complex matrix. Let 
and let 
Then a,, = (p),, for every n 2 0. 
Prooj Since 1 +h(z) is in X, so is its reciprocal, and 
&T;(z) = z;/c 1 + .fG~~? 1 <i<r, 
detines an element g E 9. 
Partial differentiation of (3.9) with respect to z, gives 
(1 +fdZIIDj ~~~~~~~~,~~~~~~~~~~~ 1 < i, j < r. 
(3.9) 
Taking determinants and multiplying by ge we obtain 
z’Jg(z) = g’(z) det[hiJ-- gi(z) dij] 
= Tg(zea-‘(z)). 
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Hence S,g 7’Jzmeu(z)) = zVe, and by Theorem 3.1 we have u(z) = zeTzzme. 
Therefore 
un = (a(z), zn’) = ( T;z-~, z-“) = (zP, g-n(z)) 
= (z”g-“(z), zn’) = ((1 +f(z))n)n= (Y)a. 
The last equality is a consequence of the binomial formula. 
The differential representation of composition operators and their duals 
(Propositions 2.3 and 2.7), combined with (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5), yields the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let g be in 9 and let h(z) = z - g(z). Then 
(ii) Q(z)= x 5 h’(z). 
?I>0 . 
We can write these formulas in another form, more convenient from the 
computational point of view, introducing certain diagonal operators. 
For each n > 0 we define E,, = SJDn/n!). Then for any multi-index k we 
have 
and 
If g is in ‘9 let h(z) = g(z)/z - 1. Note that h E %&. Writing the differential 
representation of Tg and Tz in terms of the h defined above and the 
diagonal operators E,, we get 
Tg= 1 S,,nE,, (3.14) 
PI>0 
and 
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Let us recall that all the results in this section are valid for any r > 1 and 
any s > 0. Note that the sets 9, X, 5!? depend on r and S. If gi(z) = 
zi +.fX~l ad SuPPLfil iscontainedin{~~Co:/~/>2~,l<i<r,thengmay 
not be in 9 if s = 0 but, for any s > 1, g must be in 9. This is so because, if 
n E supp(fi) then in - eii 2 1 and 
s jn-eJ +nj-hjj>s-c5jJ>0, 1 < i, j =$ r, 
and hence supp(h( )/ .) { z zZ c m E CS: [ml > I }. This means that the classical 
“general case” for s = 0 falls into the “diagonal case” taking .s 2 1. See the 
remarks in Bass, Connell, and Wright [ 1, 1.41. Therefore the inversion for- 
mula in Corollary 3.5 generalize the formulas of Joni, Viskov, and 
Abhyankar. See Refs. [8, 16, 11. 
4. THE BOREL TRANSFORM AND FINITE OPERATOR CALCULUS 
In this section we consider Z’ with the partial order induced by the cone 
Co = fUr. In this case F. is the usual ring of formal power series in 
zi 9 Z2Y, Z~ with complex coefllcients. 
We denote by 9 the ring of polynomials in z,, zz ,..., z,. 
The truncated Bore1 transform B is the linear map from F onto 9 
defined by 
otherwise. 
The left inverse of B is the map B’: 9 + ?F defined by 
B’z” = n! zfl’, rl2 0. 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Note that B’B is the identity map on S? 
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The Bore1 transform induces a linear map 
,4 +A# G &l*B’ (4.3) 
that we call the operator Bore1 transform, abbreviated o.B.t., from the 
algebra .Y of summable operators into the algebra of linear operators on 
9. It is clear that the o.B.t. is an anti-homomorphism of rings. 
Let 9’- be the image of 2’ under the operator Bore1 transform and let Z0 
be the algebra of summable operators that leave F0 invariant. It is easy to 
see that the o.B.t. is an anti-isomorphism from g0 onto V. 
A simple computation yields 
(&)# = Dn and (Dn)’ = &, n 20. (4.4) 
Therefore the o.B.t. sends multiplication operators into linear differential 
operators with constant coeffkients and vice versa. 
The duality between A and A *, for A in 9, induces a duality between A 
and A +J that we call exponential duality. 
Our next proposition characterizes exponential duality in terms of 
generating functions. 
Let xr , x2 ,..., x, be commuting indeterminates that also commute with 
zr, z2 ,..., z~. We write 
x.z= i xizj. 
i=l 
Note that 
(4.5) 
may be considered either as a formal power series in z with coeficients in 
&(x) or as a formal power series in x with coeficients in 9’(z). 
F’ROPOSITION 4.1. Zf A is in PO then 
Ax ex” z A$ ex.‘, (4.6) 
where the subindices indicate the variable with respect to which the operator 
acts. 
ProojI Let n 2 0. Then 
A# $= BA*z”‘= BE (zn’, Azk) zk’ 
k 
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Therefore 
COROLLARY 4.2. Zf A is in L&o then 
(4.7) 
ProoJ By Eq. (4.2) we have 
Applying B; to both sides of (4.6) and using the delinition of A’ we get 
BLA-v e.‘-‘= A:Bi tF=, 
and since Bi commutes with Ax the proof is complete. 
A shift on P(z) is an operator of the form 
(4.8) 
The binomial formula gives 
e-r. Dp(z) = p(z + x), pE9? (4.9) 
The set { SU: u e PO j is a commutative subring of go. Its image under the 
o.B.t. is the ring of shift invariant operators, which consists of all operators 
of the form 
u(D) = 1 an D”, aEFo. (4.10) 
F720 
The group of composition operators { Tg : g o $3 1 is mapped by the 0.B.t. 
onto the group of (normalized) umbra1 operators { Tf: g E 3}. We write 
lJg = T,f for g c 3. Applying the o.B.t. to Eq. (2.8) we get 
U#u(D) Ug = uo g(D), aEFo, gE%. (4.11) 
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In particular 
Ug D”Q = g”(D), n>O, gE%. (4.12) 
Each g in % determines a family of polynomials 
p&~ = $Zk> k 2 0, (4.13) 
called the basic polynomial family of g. 
From (4.12) we see that the operators g’(D) acts on the basic family of g 
in the same way that the operators D” act on the family { zk: k 2 O}, that is, 
Taking A = Tg in Proposition 4.1 we get 
(4.15) 
This generating formula implies that the basic family of g is of binomial 
type, that is, 
Pncx+ Y)= 1 
O<k<n 0 
; pktx) pn-ktyh n > 0. (4.16) 
Applying TgCz, to Eq. (4.15) we get 
e.“‘= 1 Pnd$. (4.17) 
iI>0 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let g be in 29 and let { pk: k > 0} be the basic 
polynomial family of g. Then: 
n 20. (4.18) 
(ii) pJz) = n! B(g”(z) Jg(z)), n 2 0. (4.19) 
(iii) R d gu f o ri es ormula. If n>O and n+k>O then 
(4.20) 
n 20, (4.21) 
where hi(z) = gi(z)/zi - 1, 1 < i < r. 
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Prooj 
zz BE (zn’, Qk) zk’c 
k 
(ii) Substitute T$ by S,gTR in the proof of (i). 
(iii) Equation (4.20) f 11 o ows from (4.19) and the delinition of S$. 
Since g(z) = zf(z), with L.G 2, Sfmk = Sck S,%. 
If k>O the lirst factor behaves like an integration operator. The second 
factor is a shift invariant operator. 
(iv) Since 
applying the operator Bore1 transform we get 
(4.22) 
A simple computation shows that 
(EZ)#f= ; $1, 
0 
k, n a 0. (4.23) 
Combining (4.13) with the above equations we get (4.21). 
We end our brief description of finite operator calculus by defining Shef- 
fer operators and their polynomial families. 
The basic relation (2.8) implies 
S~T~S~T~=S~~~~~~T~“~, a, be.%“,f, geg, (4.24) 
and 
(&,TJ’=,S-L~T~, be%, ge9. (4.25) 
Therefore, the set of summable operators 
is a group. Its image under the operator Bore1 transform is the group of 
normalized Sheffer operators, which consists of all operators of the form 
a(D)Ug with u E &’ and g e 9. The formulas for products and inverses in 
this group are obtained immediately from (4.24) and (4.25) using the 0.B.t. 
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If o E 2 and g E ‘3 we define the Sheffer polynomial family of g relative 
to a as the set of polynomials 
qkbl= 0) Qzk = @I P&~, k 3 0. (4.26) 
Since u(D) commutes with shifts and the basic family of g is of binomial 
type we have 
The ring of shift invariant operators and the Sheffer group are invariant 
under the involution induced by the involution on 2 through the operator 
Bore1 transform. 
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